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The aim of the project will be to explore the use of simulated environments of real
physical MoST pilot areas to train agents to operate fully autonomously and to
simulate various “what-if” scenarios for a sustainable and carbon- neutral mobility
future. The PhD project will investigate both modular (mapping and localization,
perception and prediction, planning and control) and end-to-end (imitation and
reinforcement learning) approaches to autonomous driving in a Nordic environment.
Training and validation of autonomous agents (from shuttle busses to last-mile
delivery robots) will be done in simulated environments (e.g. CARLA, NVIDIA
DRIVE Sim) using a HD-map / Digital Twin representation of the area in question, as
well as in the real-world environment using our in-house full-scale research platform
for autonomous driving. Agents should learn to co-exist with humans in a real-world
mobility setting. Current traffic patterns will be visualized and future “what-if”
scenarios will be simulated (e.g. NVIDIA Omniverse) before physically constructing
the optimal solution for a given area.
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Machine Sensible Infrastructure under Nordic Conditions (MCSINC) 
0. Relevance to the call 
The vehicle industry, as well as software and hardware providers are rapidly developing sensor systems and 
artificial intelligence (AI) methods for sensing the road environment. Connected and Automated Vehicles 
(CAVs) are argued to have a large potential for accelerating traffic safety and efficiency. Since human 
factors contribute to more than 90% of all road accidents, CAVs are expected to significantly reduce crashes 
(Konstantinopoulou and Jamieson, 2020), and cooperative systems and exchange of information will 
enhance traffic flow efficiency (Milakis et al., 2017). Autonomous driving (AD) is about developing systems 
that are able to sense, reason and act: More specifically to map the environment and localize the vehicle, 
perceive dynamic objects and predict where they will be in the close future, plan to get from A to B and 
navigation (throttle, brake, steering and shifting) of the CAV. However, the vehicle industry, often referred 
to as original equipment manufacturers (OEMs), is characterized by proprietary solutions, and insights into 
the limitations of these systems are not openly available information, nor do different companies align 
their strategies on how the vehicle should sense the road environment. There is therefore a strong need for 
more open scientific studies publishing AI software and results on CAV technology, information which is not 
available from the vehicle industry today. 

For the suggested benefits related to safety and efficiency to be realized, the vehicles need to be 
operational in most situations and contexts, often referred to as the vehicles' operational design domain 
(Lee and Hess, 2020). This also includes that CAVs must be functional under harsh winter conditions, and 
more scientific studies on the limitations of these technologies caused by Nordic conditions are needed. 
Particularly important is uncovering how the limitations may set other requirements for road design and 
winter maintenance, as one cannot assume that the OEMs will resolve all issues alone (Storsæter et al., 
2020). Research should uncover the limitations of such systems as input to road authorities and decision 
makers. Hence, if the road authorities have more information on how CAVs perform under Nordic 
conditions, they can adjust roads and maintenance to increase the sensibility of the vehicle, so that the 
vehicle and the infrastructure together can preform well.  

In this project, we address the research gaps 
concerning openly available AI research for 
CAVs and AD performance under Nordic 
conditions by utilizing our own research 
platform for AD, i.e. a vehicle with AD 
capabilities (Figure 1). We will develop AI-
assisted annotation of ground truth (GT) data, 
explore automatic generation of High 
Definition (HD) maps and construct, and 
evaluate state of the art AI vision-based 
localization algorithms on public roads. By 
using a research platform for AD, the project 
will contribute to with new methods for 
navigation of CAVs, and new knowledge on AD 
for national stakeholders such as road 
authorities, and with this overcoming the 
proprietary nature of the vehicle industry. 
Moreover, high emphasis on pilot activities is needed for technically evaluating the machine sensing 
systems, but also as an arena to disclose knowledge gaps concerning regulation and business and spark 
discussions among the stakeholders in the ecosystem needed for realizing the positive effects of CAVs. 

Figure 1: NTNU research platform.  
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